Most approaches for evaluating rates of fundamental processes in aerosol science depend upon the implicit assumption that aerosol particles are independently and identically distributed in space. The validity of this assumption has not been examined in several decades, despite the fact that the presence of correlations can be shown to significantly alter theoretical expressions for such phenomena as attenuation of electromagnetic radiation and coagulation rate. Here, we provide evidence that the classification of the positions of aerosol particles as a Poisson process -even under stationary conditions -is often in error. In particular, small scale aerosol clustering is experimentally demonstrated. Some consequences of these findings are discussed.
Introduction and Motivation
The assumption of statistically uniform and independently distributed particle positions (perfect randomness) is ubiquitous in aerosol physics in general, and in aerosol sampling, in particular (e.g., Hinds, 1999, p.226) . However, this fundamental assumption has been recently questioned in several areas complementary to aerosol physics, e.g., sedimentation in a laminar flow (Lei et al. (2001) ) and cloud physics (Kostinski & Jameson (2000) ). Therefore, in this article, our aim is to extract information on the spatial distribution of aerosol particles in a controlled laboratory experiment-to test the fundamental assumption of perfect randomness.
To that end, we view particle detection events as elements of a time series, then use tools of statistical physics to obtain spatial information. This procedure is motivated by recent studies which have questioned the validity of assuming that the spatial positions of cloud droplets are statistically independent. Processes which depend upon interactions between individual cloud droplets can be sensitive to correlations in spatial position. This is perhaps even more relevant in aerosol science where chemical interaction as well as bulk physical behavior can be important. This potentially broader regime of influence motivates our study here.
An example of one of the processes with dependence on spatial distribution is the Beer-Lambert law of exponential attenuation of radiation. As shown in Kostinski (2001) , the Beer-Lambert law using the mean concentration as the relevant parameter is strictly followed only when the material causing scattering and/or absorption is distributed in a completely random manner at all scales. Shifrin (1988) also discusses how the Beer-Lambert law is violated in dispersive systems, concluding that "absorption depends on the quantity of the absorbing substance traversed and also on how this substance is dispersed." The nature of the deviation (faster or slower than exponential) depends on the qualitative nature of the correlations as was shown in Shaw et al. (2002a) .
Another pertinent motivation for the study of aerosol spatial correlations was theoretically addressed by Kasper (1984) who noted that correlations (which he calls "inhomogeneities") in the spatial distribution of particles can cause an enhanced coagulation rate that is proportional to the degree of spatial correlation.
In addition, Global climate models, radiative transfer theories, LIDAR studies, and even our conception of how of a size-distribution evolves could be affected if an investigation reveals that other aerosol particles, besides cloud droplets, also tend to "cluster" in space.
There are undoubtedly other consequences of the existence of spatial correlations in aerosol particle positions. Nevertheless, the most commonly used forms of the distribution of aerosol particles implicitly assume that the particles are distributed in an uncorrelated (Poisson) manner at all scales. Indeed, the only experimental investigations that we have found (Green (1927); Scrase (1935) ) have concluded that particles are Poisson distributed. In the remainder of this paper, we demonstrate that we have found results that contradict this classification, which is consistent with the expectation of at least one other study (Balkovsky et al. (2001) ).
Time Series Analysis of Discrete Data
Before delving into detailed experimental analysis, we feel that a brief exposition on the nature of counting data may be warranted. Since our experiment involved temporal detection of individual aerosol particle arrivals in a sampling volume, the statistical methods utilized here may be unfamiliar in a field dominated by (continuous) concentration measurements.
Our fundamental tool -the pair-correlation function -measures scale-localized deviations from a Poisson process. The Poisson probability density function (pdf), that is, the probability of finding k particles in a time increment τ is given by
where the mean count is N (τ ). This formulation is, in some ways, a concentration-oriented approach as it is valid for any volume/timescale τ ; one only has to adjustN accordingly. There are at least two other ways to approach the Poisson process which are more explicitly motivated by its inherent lack of memory. The first of these, the fact that inter-event spacings are exponentially distributed, will not be used here. However, the Poisson process also fundamentally rests on the assumption that particle counts for any two non-overlapping volume elements are independent of each other. This last interpretation naturally lends itself to two-point statistics in which the volume elements are shrunk to differential size (where "concentration" is no longer a meaningful quantity). For a more details see Shaw et al. (2002b) .
The pair correlation function, η(t), can be introduced with the following demonstration. Take two nonoverlapping volume elements dV 1 and dV 2 in V that correspond to non-overlapping sampling time increments dt 1 and dt 2 in T , each small enough that the probability of finding more than one particle in each volume element is negligibly small. Then, for any isolated volume element, the probability of finding a particle in time dt is N dt/T ≡ndt where N is the total number of particles in T . For the Poisson probability distribution the probability of finding a particle in volumes dt 1 and dt 2 which are separated by some time t is given by
since the probabilities are independent of each other. The pair-correlation function, η(t) is then defined via the expression (Green (1969) )
where P t indicates the probability of co-detection in time intervals dt 1 and dt 2 . We use η(t) because of its physical meaning as the scale-localized (function of t only) deviation from a Poisson process as demonstrated in figure 1. (For more details on pair-correlation function see Landau & Lifshitz (1980) ; Kostinski & Shaw (2001) ).
Although physically intuitive, this formulation of the pair-correlation function does not have an obvious interpretation in the more "traditional" viewpoint with N (number of counts in a macroscopic volume) as the fundamental random variable. It seems such an extension should exist, for though the introduction of differential volumes dV 1 and dV 2 and the limitation thatn 1 is convenient for developing a well-defined pdf for P t (1, 2), nothing in the above formulation relies on physical phenomena at differential scales. An extension to arbitrary volume sizes can, indeed, be made by appealing to the correlation-fluctuation theorem (Landau & Lifshitz (1980) ; Ornstein & Zernike (1914) ):
where ( The middle column depicts a purely random (Poisson) process, and the right column a positively correlated medium. The first row of the figure shows the (in these simulations) 2-dimensional sample. Note that in each distribution the amount of particles is the same. The second row plots the pair-correlation function for each distribution. The x-coordinate corresponds to the distance (or time) lag between the volumes of interest (i.e. t in equation 3). In the last row, we have plotted the volume-averaged pair-correlation function for each distribution. This function, as noted in the text, has extensive "memory" of smaller spatial scales, thus leading to a long 1/t-like decay from any localized fluctuation in η.
Rearranging the above equation shows that the mean of counts in a (potentially macroscopic) volume is related to the variance by
This is a particularly fortuitous relationship, as (δN ) 2 and N are easy statistical quantities to obtain and work with.
Recall that one of the often utilized properties of the Poisson distribution is that the variance equals the mean. Consequently, from the above equation, something is Poisson distributed on scale t if η(t) vanishes for that t. A Poisson process, however, is characterized by η(t) ≡ 0 for all t. These two classifications are subtly, but critically, different. Regimes of positive correlation and negative correlation of equal magnitude and duration both existing at scales less than t can result in a Poisson distribution at scale t. However the existence of any correlations on any scale at all necessarily prevents classification of a distribution as a realization of a Poisson process. This differentiation can identify differences in how aerosol size distributions have evolved.
Calculating η(t) directly from the definition proves to be a daunting task. In practice, we compute η(t) from the operational formulation given in Kostinski & Jameson (2000) by
Alternatively, one can use the volume-averaged pair-correlation function as an estimator for η. Special care must be taken in using η to give information about η, however. As can be seen from figure 1 or by carefully examining equation 5, η has what we call "memory" of shorter temporal scales. Unlike η which depends only on t, η depends on all temporal scales from zero to t. Whereas η could fluctuate arbitrarily rapidly, η "adjusts" from a point-fluctuation in η as 1/τ , where τ is the separation time between the current scale and that of the point-fluctuation in η.
With both η and the operational formulation of η, care must be taken in analysis for short time-scales. Because a particle counter cannot both count and record continuously, the data must be discretized on some scale. This discretization introduces a degree of ambiguity in the precise arrival time t of the particle. As such, the differential volumes alluded to in deriving equation 3 can not be achieved in practice. In computing the pair-correlation function via the operational formulation given above we inherently introduce some localized averaging into the process. For most of the domain of interest this is a negligible factor since all averaging is only over the instrumental resolution lag. Below, however, we will find that most of the clumping is at lags beneath the instrument's resolution. The high value of η tabulated at the first time-scale has memory due to using the operational formulation (see, e.g., figure 6 ). For the first lag-time, η and η as computed are identical as can be seen by looking at all graphs with these quantities in this paper. At this first lag, averaging over the instrument resolution is equivalent to the average from zero to the scale of interest.
As such, unfortunately, nothing can be said about how correlations are distributed on the scales that we cannot resolve -η could be relatively constant over that regime, or most of the correlations could come from a range much shorter than the current resolution; there is no way to know until temporal resolution can be increased. Nevertheless, a positive value for η as computed via the operational formulation above does give acceptable evidence for net clustering effects on sub-resolution scales since the averaged pair-correlation function over this range is positive. Now that these tools have been introduced, how can they be applied to aerosol science? In section 4 we give instruction as to how this study can be directly applied to the determination of the coagulation rate. If a rate-governed process is only dependent on making a Poisson assumption at one given scale (like coagulation, i.e. Kasper (1984) ), it simply needs to be shown that η vanishes for that scale. If the process depends on having no net correlations up to a specific scale (like extinction, i.e. Kostinski (2001) ; Shaw et al. (2002a) ), the correct quantity to compute would be η.
Data Analysis
We made measurements in room air of aerosol particles with a CLIMET CI-8060 optical particle counter which covers the size range 0.3 to 10µm diameter in 5 size bins. In examining this data, we view each size bin as a time-series of aerosol particle arrival times that one could, in principle, invert to obtain spatial information. (This inversion can be complex and non-unique; as such we will primarily limit ourselves to conclusions of the nature "it does have correlations".)
To ensure a well-mixed environment we blew air across the sample inlet tube with a small fan. The data selected in this study was taken from the largest (5 − 10µm) size bin. Recall that one of the requirements for η to be meaningful is that the probability of finding any particles in a unit volume is equal to the probability of finding one particle in a unit volume. The bin used in this investigation generally had a concentration on the order of 0.05 particles/measurement, assuring that this dilute assumption is justified.
The functions η and η were calculated for each data-set. We then discarded data-sets that did not pass our simple test for stationarity, as the pair-correlation function depends on the assumption of wide-sense stationarity. When appropriate, uniform-looking subsets of the data were also examined to see if any regime without correlations could be identified. All data was also plotted along with a Monte-Carlo simulation of a Poisson process with the same mean-count for qualitative comparison with the data. This simulation generates integer valued random variables from the Poisson pdf with the mean fixed equal to that of the raw (real) data. (η and η were computed for this simulation as well for comparison purposes.)
All of the data we analyzed could loosely be broken into two categories; (1) those which displayed significant correlations over a broad range of scales, and (2) those that showed only extremely short-scale correlations. Typical data and physical interpretation for three scenarios are given below.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 display the raw time-series data analyzed in the following sections. On each graph, the horizontal axis represents time elapsed since the first measurement of the sample. Within each data-set, the sample exposure time was held constant. It should be noted that this data isn't rigorously continuous, as after each measurement a (uniform duration) pause in counting was necessary to write the data to disk. Figure 5 is a histogram of the frequency of occurrence for each particle count in the most dense data analyzed here (that shown in figure 2) . (This sort of histogram analysis is comparable to the analysis done in Green (1927); Scrase (1935) ). Note that the vertical axis is logarithmically scaled in figure 5 . Note also the long tails of the observed data when compared to the Poisson simulation. Even given this, however, less than one percent of the measurements contain more than one detection, thus assuring that η as defined by equation 3 is meaningful.
Without making any rigorous statements, a casual inspection of figures 2, 3, and 4 lends credence to the claim of stationarity in the wide sense. Our criterion for stationarity was based from plotting the "local" mean and variance of the distribution and verifying that these values fell within two standard deviations of the global values for these variables. This assures that not too much of the fluctuation in the data-set was isolated in one area of the distribution. When combined with visual evidence and after verification that the autocorrelation function decays to zero, we argue that we have sufficient evidence for the steady-state stationary condition in these distributions. The reason this is such a sensitive point is because there are many stationarity criterion that would erroneously identify a stationary distribution with correlations (what we have) as a distribution with a deterministic trend (see, for example, Wunsch (1999) ).
First Evidence of Correlations
The pair-correlation function and the volume-averaged pair correlation function for the data shown in figure 2 are plotted in figure 6 . This graph shows a constant positive value for η that persists from ∼ 10 to 100
Figure 2: The raw data analyzed in section 3.1. For this data, each data point is a particle count for 5 seconds. Though the flow continued uninterrupted, the measurement process was paused for 1 second to write information to disk, followed by another measurement of 5 seconds duration, etc. The mean is only 0.09 counts/measurement. The left panel is raw data, the right panel a Poisson simulation generated using equation 1.
Figure 3: Similar to figure 2, this shows the segment of the larger data-set analyzed in section 3.2. Note that here measurements were taken every second. Therefore, the data is sparser; the mean count here being only 0.025 counts per measurement.
seconds and a region of correlations at short time lags. Recall that η is a measure of obtained "successes" over expected "successes", thus a value of 2 means that the probability of finding two particles that distance apart is thrice the probability of the same event if the particles were Poisson distributed on that scale. In figure 2 . The black bars correspond to the frequency of occurrence for each value in the data-set. The white bars show the frequency of occurrence for a Poisson process simulation with the same mean as the data. Note that only about 0.9% of the data measurements contain > 1 detection, indicating that the small dt assumption required for the pair-correlation function to be meaningful under the definition given in equation 3 is legitimate. Nevertheless, one consistently sees longer tails in the data than in Poisson process simulations. This gives some basis for the hypothesis that correlations on time-scales shorter than the measurement duration exist. See the text for more details. this light, these magnitudes are somewhat surprising.
The constant, positive value of η through time scales is discussed in more detail below but here we note that the high values of η and η at short lags could be critical to many physical processes. It might be tempting to discount this as a numerical anomaly but this feature shows up in every data-set we analyze. Furthermore, it does not appear when running the Poisson simulation, which generates data in a form exactly analogous to the experiment. A close investigation reveals that almost all of this short-scale correlation is Figure 6 : The pair-correlation function and its average for data that displays evidence of persistent and sub-resolution correlations. Here the upper (solid) line in both plots corresponds to data while the lower (dashed) line is that of a simulated Poisson process. Despite the appearance here, there is a very slow decay in η for the real-data curve. It decays approximately linearly to zero at time t ≈ 1/2 hour, at which point it is virtually indistinguishable from the Poisson simulation. The experimental data used to compute these curves is given in figure 2. coming from the first (and sometimes second) lag scale. The decay in η is quite abrupt, and figure 7 indicates that essentially all of the memory in η can be traced back to that first calculated value.
The observed phenomenon is exactly what one would expect if the clumping principally exists on scales lower than the resolution size. This conclusion is supported by the rest of our findings as well.
Evidence for Poisson Distribution
The data in figure 8 comes from a subset of a larger data-set given in figure 3 where the sample time is 1 second, not 5 as in figure 2. This subset was chosen because it appeared to contain no "clumps". In other words, the data looked as if it were Poisson distributed. Indeed, as far as η is concerned, there is no significant difference between the data and the Poisson simulation for most of the domain plotted.
Although it still persists for quite some time, η decreases to a steady value much sooner here than in figure 6 . Furthermore, one could argue an asymptotic approach to zero is reached already around 50s, well over an order of magnitude faster than the data for section 3.1. Consequently, an argument can be made that we are seeing a Poisson distribution at scales corresponding to t 50s. It is not, however, a Poisson process, as correlations for very short times exist. The left panel is η for the data, the middle panel is η for the simulation, and the right panel is η for both (simulation is the unmarked, dashed lower line). Note that the peak for η(0) still exists for the data, despite increased resolution; this is indicative of the fact that most clustering is at scales still below the counter resolution. On all three graphs, the independent variable is time in seconds. The raw-data for these statistics is given in figure 3.
Large-Scale Variability Propagation
In the above two sections we have shown evidence for correlations on several scales. The correlations on short scales (one or two lags) can be anticipated on physical grounds due to a number of phenomena; two typical mechanisms that might be at work are inertial response to high vorticity from turbulence and correlations induced by spatially localized sources. However the second type of correlation, that which persists over timescales up to half an hour, may seem anomalous. An explanation of the meaning of a constant value of η persisting over long scales needs to be established. The statistics for the data-set shown in figure 4 . The left hand panels are the statistics for the whole traverse, and the right hand panels are the statistics for the subset identified by the dotted-lines. Instead of comparing the upper curves (displaying η) compared to one simulated realization of a Poisson process, we have displayed the original data-set and "Poisson bounds" (specified by the lighter lines), as described in the text. In the curves for η(t), the dashed curves are the Poisson process simulations.
To that end, we have graphs for two distributions, shown in figure 9. The first (on the left hand side) displays statistics for the entire traverse of the data taken from figure 4. On the right hand side we have the statistics from a uniform-looking subset of that distribution (specified by the region between the dotted lines in figure 4 ). To better establish that the graph for η on the left hand side of figure 9 does show non-negligible super-Poisson correlations through all length scales and that the figure on the right hand side does not, we have plotted bounds for the Poisson simulation instead of a specific value. These curves were generated by calculating the statistics from 100 independently generated Poisson processes, all with the same mean as the data in the appropriate range. Then, these curves were chosen so that, for each plotted point, exactly half of the Poisson simulations were in-between these bounds (with equal amounts above and below the given bounds). A "rule-of-thumb" approximation, then, is that a Poisson process should stay between these curves a non-negligible fraction of the time. Barring Poisson behavior at all scales, for spatial scales that data would be Poisson distributed, the curve should also lie between these two curves much of the time. The volume-averaged pair-correlation function is displayed in the same manner as previously (compared to one realization of a Poisson process), since the long memory of η prevents the curves from overlapping.
One can draw the conclusion, based on the above explanation, that since the curve representing all data (upper left) almost never enters the regime specified by the "Poisson bounds"; this data is not Poisson distributed for any statistically significant length of time shown, thus specifying a phenomena similar to what is observed in figure 6 . It seems, however, that the curve on the right-hand side is Poisson distributed at all scales except the very smallest, the sort of distribution observed in section 3.2. What is occurring here? Both of the phenomena that we observed in the above sections happen concurrently. One of these is an effect reflecting some sort of short-range correlation whereas the other is due to large scale variations in the data that do not surface when examining the subset.
Conceptually, correlations can be looked at two ways. η(T ) > 0 can indicate that the existence of a particle at time t = t 0 biases the probability of obtaining a particle at time t = T + t 0 by a factor of 1 + η(T ). Though this is how we have looked at the problem so far, it is equally legitimate to think of the absence of particles. If you have an empty volume element dV 1 , then η(T ) > 0 indicates that you have an enhanced probability of finding another empty volume element dV 2 at temporal separation T from dV 1 . (If more double-detections than expected are made, and the same concentration is held throughout, it implies that there are less occurrences than expected of detecting only one particle in the two volumes.) It is this effect that causes the enhancement for η at all visible scales in figure 6 and the left hand side of figure 9.
To illustrate this further, imagine a distribution that is initially a realization of a Poisson process. Now take this distribution and mix in gaps-extended areas of no particles. These gaps must be distributed in an ergodic manner so that one is still left with a stationary, random distribution. (To do this, keep the gaps of sufficient size to be non-negligible in length compared to the distribution as a whole.) Recall η(t) can be defined as the number of realizations of a joint detection in volumes dV 1 and dV 2 detected a time t apart, divided by the Poisson expectation for this quantity with unity subtracted off. By mixing in large gaps, few of these joint realizations are lost (especially for small t) since we are in a sparse medium and we mixed the gaps in randomly. Though some detections have been eliminated, the expected value for a Poisson distribution is lowered because the global mean value is decreased due to the gaps. As such, the same amount (or actually slightly fewer) mutual detections can still yield a value for η that is positive because of the lower expectation. Therefore, a persistent, constant value of η can indicate large-scale variability. Indeed, a cursory analysis of the data-set that generated the left hand side of figure 9 reveals a period of over 200 consecutive measurements without detection of a particle, corresponding to a gap of around 0.2% the length of the distribution.
In a Poisson process simulation for the same mean and duration as the data given in figure 4 , 51 sequences were found with more than 100 consecutive zeros. In the actual data there were 109 such occurrences. The elimination of these excess "holes" alone would bring the mean for the entire distribution up by ∼ 10%.
Concluding Remarks
Given the above analysis, we conclude that correlations do exist between aerosol particles at sub-resolution scales. Though some of the enhanced values of the pair-correlation function at lags beyond a few seconds are due to large-scale fluctuations, the peaks at the shortest time scales (first lag value corresponding to 2 seconds) are a real phenomenon. Note that the existence of spatial correlations does not necessarily imply a physical interaction between particles, nor does it preclude "randomness", e.g., see Kostinski & Jameson (2000) . Aerosol particles are inevitably stochastically distributed, just not via a Poisson process. The question as to whether or not a stochastic (e.g., turbulent) system is able to completely de-correlate an initially correlated suspension of particles is still open to debate, and the time-scales of measurement here are far too short for diffusion to smoothen the gradients. As such, the origins for these correlations could even be in the aerosol production process.
So why is it that previous studies (Green (1927); Scrase (1935) ) found no evidence of clustering? The sample size of Scrase (1935) was only 0.25cm 3 , roughly 5 × 10 −4 our sample size. Furthermore, we made calculations for a range of data; both other studies only had relevant information for one spatial scale. Because of this, their analysis was limited to an analogue of η. As can be inferred from equation 5, the existence of a Poisson distribution on one scale can be a result of cancelling positive and negative correlations on shorter scales. Since this spatial scale is below our current resolution, it is also possible that there happens to be no correlations on this scale and all of the correlations we observe exist on scales between their resolution and our first calculated value. Finally, in both Green (1927) and Scrase (1935) , aerosol particles were identified by condensing water vapor onto an already present aerosol particle, thus growing it to a size where it can be reliably counted. (To do this, Green (1927) used a Wilson cloud chamber and Scrase (1935) used an Aitken nucleus counter). However, in the mildest case, Scrase (1935) was nucleating on all aerosols 390 nm. This is a much broader particle size range than we examined, and examination of such a wide range could cause correlations to be masked. Earlier, we made the claim that the pair-correlation function contains information about deviations from the coagulation rate. Indeed, Kasper (1984) defined a quantity β i = (n 2 )/(n) 2 which identifies the change in coagulation rate due to concentration "inhomogeneities" (correlations, in our terminology), where n is a particle concentration based off a scale large enough where the concept of Brownian coagulation is meaningful (i.e. n > 1). We can express the coagulation enhancement via the pair-correlation function as β i ≡ (η/ρ) − 1 where ρ is the (density) autocorrelation function. (See Shaw et al. (2002b) for more details about the relationship between η and ρ.) Hence, the pair-correlation function affects coagulation rate.
The sign of η (of absorbers) is associated with different radiation attenuation regimes (faster or slower than exponential) as is demonstrated in Kostinski (2001) and Shaw et al. (2002a) . In this study, all macroscopic scales satisfy η > 0 for aerosol particles which would indicate slower than exponential extinction. It is still an open question as to whether or not extinction through such a medium must necessarily converge to exponential decay with a "modified" optical depth. At the very least, as observed in Kostinski (2002) , a non-zero η implies at least a transition regime where Beer's law cannot be safely assumed for propagation through such a medium.
In summary, data analysis reveals large-scale correlations as well as intriguing sub-resolution clustering. This evidence is sufficiently strong for dismissing the assumption that the spatial distribution of aerosol particles is perfectly random. Therefore, any treatment of the aerosol counts in a unit volume as a realization of a Poisson process can not be completely accurate. This could alter theoretical predictions for such processes as coagulation and extinction.
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